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  gallupARTS is proud to present “Challenge Gallup: A Native Artist Group Show for SocialJustice” at ART123 Gallery. Opening July 14 from 7 - 9pm (during ArtsCrawl), and runningthrough Aug. 4, Challenge Gallup spotlights 11 Native artists whose work tackles timely andrelevant social justice issues, from homelessness to diabetes to environmentalism tostereotypes.  For example, Diné painter Adam Maria calls attention to (in his words) “the epidemic of Type 2diabetes in the Navajo community” by juxtaposing food contributors to diabetes with naturallifestyles. In his painting “Type 2,” he contrasts a crushed soda can with a blue bird.  “My aim is to depict chaos and balance in the same frame,” Maria says. In doing so, he hopesto pinpoint the underlying causes of diabetes—cheap and commodity foods, and a loss ofcultural bearings.  Diné painter Clint Holtsoi’s “The Unexploited Identity” faces Native American stereotypes headon. Holtsoi paints a captivating portrait of his father wearing a headband of disfigured WildWest-themed plastic toys.  “It is dangerous when indigenous people, indigenous culture and the indigenous experience areused for production, inclusion, mascots, costumes, etcetera, because we are no longer seen ashuman beings,” says Holtsoi. “In the year 2018, it is no longer a discussion of culturalappropriation, but racial social justice.”  Diné painter Jerry Brown addresses the “unwritten, unspoken expectations for ‘Native art’ fromNative artists.”  Brown argues that “the stereotyped expectation that the only art, I can or should create is artthat portrays images of my culture is no longer acceptable.” Brown’s colorful and abstractpaintings, such as “Soul,” break the mold.  Challenge Gallup’s featured artists also include mixed media artists, photographers, and socialpractice artists. The complete lineup is:  Adam Maria  Betty Hoylan  Clint Holtsoi  Grace Rosario Perkins  Hawk Platero  Herman Louie  Jerry Brown  Keith Edaakie  Michael Billie  Rylin Becenti  Ty Hudson  The community is encouraged to join the conversation using the hashtag #ChallengeGallup onsocial media.  For more information about gallupARTS and ART123 Gallery, visit www.galluparts.org .ART123 Gallery is on Facebook @ART123Gallery.  By Rose Eason  Executive Director, gallupARTS  
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